
Ant Trail Activity Trail

Eyes to the sky! Can you 
spot what type of trees are 

here?

Trees are experts at 
capturing Carbon – great in 

the fight against climate 
change

Please leave the trail as you find it and remember to take any recycling or litter home. 
Trail takes approx. 45 minutes.

Eyes to the ground! We share this 
world with so many incredible 

creatures – what amazing animals 
are using this path with you?

Eyes to the sky! Can you 
spot a constellation?

Sketch your own star 
pattern here…

Be kind to other living things

Reducing light pollution 
creating dark skies helps us 

see more stars

Start your adventure here!  

Follow the yellow ant trail 

marker posts

https://www.devonwildlifetrust.org/nature-reserves/chudleigh-knighton-heath

Listen for music in nature!
Each time you spot a 

musical note stand still and 
listen for one minute.

What sounds can you hear?

https://www.devonwildlifetrust.org/nature-reserves/chudleigh-knighton-heath


Trail will be out from 15th July until 1st September 
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Musical notes

https://www.devonwildlifetrust.org/nature-reserves/chudleigh-knighton-heath


Painted stones –
Snail
Squirrel
Mouse
Owl
Spider 
Position stones around trail 
(in crook of trees, on 
ground…)

Make stick stars to be hung 
in trees

Make musical notes to be 
hung in trees

Make wooden tree names 
to be hung in relevant trees 
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